Sowing the Seeds for a More Creative Society

Mitchel Resnick (@mres)
What was the most important invention of the past 1000 years?
The Kinder Garden
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Featured Projects

1. Nuggat in a Biscuit! (xScoobatronx)
2. [100%PEN] Pumpkin SHIRUBAKUN
3. Stars (Original Song)' Flappy007
4. DIY Sundial PrincessAuthor
5. Bonneteau [FR-EN] v alexis31860
Children joining Scratch each year
Rapa Nui!
CHARLOTTE'S WEB
Vector Molang
by ipzy

Instructions
It doesn't do anything, its just an animation of the popular character, Molang! It's free to use if you want~

Notes and Credits

Shared: 27 Sep 2014
Modified: 27 Sep 2014

37 ratings
59 favorites
408 views
4 comments
Lemonade Time

play
Instructions
edit: I updated almost all of the sprites to look cleaner and more contrasting! I also used the otter sprite from my new game, Tiny Town. The frog is supposed to look like keroppi!
edit: due to popular demand, the otter walks a little faster now
edit: Woah, I haven't been on scratch for like a month and I came back and I guess I got featured!!

Notes and Credits
Q. Did you draw _____?
A. Yes, all the drawings in this game were drawn by me in scratch!
Q. Can you add _____ to the game/Can you fix the _____ glitch?
A. Sorry, I'm not making any more changes to this game :(

1625 likes 1930 followers 17271 views

Comments (1830)
Remixes (88)
Instructions

- You must credit me if you use any of these sprites
- You can edit them as much as you want

Please don't use these sprites to create characters for others. You can use them as a base for YOUR OWN characters only.

Use the buttons to choose a category and the arrows to click.

Notes and Credits

- All art is by me!
- In the characters section are characters that do not belong to me (Alice and the White Rabbit, Isabelle, Mickey and Minnie Mouse, Sailor Moon, and the Scratch Cat)
- The song is Gake no Ue no Ponyo from Ponyo
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The Water Cycle!
The water cycle has been going on since forever. We are drinking the same water the dinosaurs drank!

The Fabulous Farming Game

Ya Gotta Love Variables
with 60661e103

SOUTH Africa
“Growing up, I’ve definitely seen the scars that apartheid has left on my country and the people. I'm really exploring that through the different characters that are a part of this story.”
“Because of Scratch, I’ve become more confident to try new things and express myself — and more comfortable with taking risks and making mistakes. Now, when something goes wrong, I see it as an opportunity to learn something new.”
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“Daisy did kindergarten last year and is doing it again this year — for two whole years! I want to do kindergarten again too!”
Lifelong Kindergarten
Cultivating Creativity through Projects, Passion, Peers, and Play
Mitchel Resnick
foreword by Sir Ken Robinson
Learning Creative Learning

A community of educators, designers, and tinkerers exploring creative learning through projects, passion, peers, and play

http://lcl.media.mit.edu
Join the Danish Creative Learning Network!

bit.ly/CLN-Denmark